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ATTACHMENT OF PROPERTY IN EXECUTION 
 

by  
Sri D.VISHNU PRASAD REDDY, 

CHAIRMAN PERMANENT LOK ADALAT, KADAPA 
 
 

1) What are the provisions dealing with attachment of property in execution of 

a decree? 

Ans:- sec 60 to 64 and order 21 rule 41 to 57 of civil procedure code. 

 

2)  What is the effect of attachment of property in execution of decree? 

Ans:- As per sec 64 of C.P.C the subsequent private sale or dealing in 

respect of the attached property shall be void as against all claims 

enforceable under attachment. 

 

3)  If the 3rd party purchases attached properties in a private sale and pays the 

decree debt in respect of which attachment is effected, Whether the private 

sale transaction in his favour confers valid title? 

Ans:- Normally valid title passed to the purchaser. But explanation to Sec 64 

C.P.C contemplates that the claim for ratable distribution of assets attached 

includes   as a claim enforceable against the attachment  

 

4)  What is the object of attachment? 

Ans:  To safe guard the Interest of DHR Under an executable court decree 

against private alienation of attached property. But it is not absolutely void 

against the entire world 

 

5)  What are the attachable properties? 

Ans:  Sec 60 C.P.C classifies the attachable properties  

1) Land, houses, buildings, goods, money, banknotes, cheques, bills of 

exchange, Hun dies, promissory notes, Government securities, bond, 

or securities for money, Debts, and shares. 

2) All other saleable property belonging to JDR or over which he has a 

disposing power which he may execute for his own benefit. 

 

6)  Where is the classification of properties which shall not be attached? 

Ans: Sec 60 (1) proviso Clauses (a) to (q) (18 Items) and sec 61 (Ag 

produce) of C.P.C. 
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7) Whether mangalasutra of woman is attachable? 

Ans: Sec 60 (1) Proviso (a) reads. 

“The necessary wearing-apparel, cooking vessels, beds and bedding of the 

judgment-debtor, his wife and children, and such personal ornaments as, in 

accordance with religious usage, cannot be parted with by any woman”. 

So Mangalasutra being ornaments under Hindu religious usage cannot part 

with by any woman is not liable for attachment. 

 

8)  Whether Musical Instruments of musician are attachable? 

Ans:  u/s clause (b) of Proviso to Sec 60 (1) C.P.C tools of Artisans, 

Implements’ of husbandry, Such cattle or seeds necessary to eak out lively 

hood in the opinion of court, as well as such portion of Agricultural produce 

cleared to be free from attachment as contemplated u/s 61 of C.P.C  cannot 

be attached. 

 But musician is not an artisan and artisan means engaged in mechanical 

personal labor  

 Similarly, (1)  The Instruments of surgeon. (2) laundry equipment , (3) a 

firm engaged in employing artisans cannot claim exemption. 

 

9) Is there any exemption for particular category of houses? 

Ans:  Clause C of proviso to sec 60 (1) C.P.C provides exemption to houses 

of an agriculturist. “Agriculturist“means a person who earns his lively hood 

wholly or principally by cultivating land.  He need not be an owner; he may 

be a tenant or laborer for such cultivation of land... AIR 1964 AP page No. 

514  

 

     10) If JDR becomes as an Agriculturist subsequent to the date of attachment 

and by the date of sale, what is the effect? 

    Ans:  Sale cannot be conducted because of sec 60 (1) © - AIR 1938 All 85, 

and AIR 1932 All 499 (DB) 

 

      11)If there is no cultivation because of drought, whether the agriculturist in 

previous year ceases to claim as an agriculturist? 

      Ans: no the status of agriculturist cannot be changed because of drought, - 

AIR 1970 Raj 168. 
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 12) If the house of an agriculturist is mortgaged whether it can be sold? 

Ans: AIR 1938 Nag 544. If Agriculturist mortgages his house – protection is 

waived. 

 

13) Whether the account book of JDR or his business concern can be attached? 

Ans: Clause (d) of proviso to Sec 60 (1) C.P.C exempts attachment of account 

books 

 

14) Whether a right to sue for damages can be attached? 

Ans: clause (e) of proviso to sec 60 (1) C.P.C exempts a right to sue for 

damages from attachment, because such right is not property alienable or sold. 

However a decree or award for granting damages can be attached as it is 

transferable. 

 

15)  Whether the right of pujari to receive offerings at a temple is exempted 

from attachment? 

Ans:- Under section (f)  of proviso to sec 60 (1) C.P.C. exempts “Right of 

personal service” is exempted  from attachment. But when such right to receive 

offerings at a temple is independent of an obligation to render service of 

personal nature such offering is attachable AIR 1938 All 131. 

 ‘Right of Katikapari’ , “Right of Gangaputra”, and “ Right of Priestly office” 

are all exempted under clause “ f “ said above 

 

16) Whether “ Annual grant of “Zamindary “, “ annual payment and 

compensation for resumption of land”, “ annual money allowance forming part 

of “Jahgir” can be termed as pension and exempted under claim (g) of proviso 

to sec 60 (i)   C.P.C. ? 

Ans:- Stipends, gratuities allowed to pensioners on political considerations, on 

account of past service or on present infirmities or as a compassionate 

allowance alone are exempted.  Hence none of above is exempted. 

 

17) Whether “Wage” is totally exempted from attachment under any clause? 

Ans:- Under Clause (h) of proviso to Sec 60 (1) C.P.C. wages of laborers and 

domestic  servants are wholly exempt from attachment. Personal Manual 

labour, without previous education of skill training is the criteria to call as 

laborers. 
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18) What does salary represents? 

Ans: - Total Monthly remuneration received by an employee less the statutorily 

permissible deductions. 

 

19) What are the limitations in attaching ‘salary’? 

Ans: - Under clause (i) of proviso to Sec 60 (1) of  C.P.C, the 1st one thousand 

and one 2/3rd of the remaining is exempted in respect of decree other than for 

maintenance. 

 Under proviso to clause (i) said above., Where such attachment is 

continuous or intermittently for a total period of 24 months, Such portions of 

salary exempt for a further period of twelve months and totally exempt in the 

execution of same decree. 

 Under clause (i a) of proviso to sec 60 (I) of C.P.C, 1/3RD of Salary alone 

is exempted from attachment in case of execution of decree for maintenance 

 

20) When did total pay and allowance are exempted? 

Ans:- Pay and allowance of employees under (1) Army Act, Air force Act, and 

the Indian navy discipline Act are exempted under clause (j) of proviso to  sec 

60 (I) C.P.C. 

 

21) What are the other category of payments of employees which are 

exempted? 

Ans:- under clause (K) all deposits of P.F. Act as notified under such Act, under 

clause (l) the allowance  forming part of salary if notified by Govt, and under 

clause (o) other allowance decided by any law as exempted. 

 

22) What are the other categories exempted from attachment?  

Ans:-  Sec 60 (1) under clause (m) – expectances of succession under 

survivorship . 

 Under clause (n) – Right to future maintenance. 

 and under clause (q) – Any movable property. 

In respect of recovery of land revenue are all exempted. 

 

23) If exempted salary, gratitude, pension, of provident fund amount. Items are 

credited to the bank account of JDR, whether such funds in the bank account of 

JDR  or his L. R can be attached or not? 

Ans:- For better understanding and to decide, read the  different observations 

covered by  
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1) BALA VENKATA GARI RAMAMUNI REDDY vs K. FAKRUDDIN (2016          

ALD 148). 

2) SAKE GURUMURTHY (Died) Per LRS and smt. RAMALAKSHMI vs 

DUGGASANI KULLAI REDDY AND ANOTHER (2012 (4) ALT 167). 

3) RADHEY SAYAM GUPTA vs PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK (SCDB) dt: 4-11-

2008 (2009 AIR SC 930). 

4) MEDAVARI RAMAKRISHNA REDDY and KARRI VENKATA REDDY vs 

PEDDADA SITALATHA (1996 (4) ALT 774). 

5) PULUGU KARNAKAR REDDY vs SHREYA FINACIERS (2007 (2) ALT 

212).  

 

24) What are the examples for salable rights in the property which can be 

attached? 

Ans:-             

  1) The equity right of redemption in mortgaged property  

2) The Interest of partner in partnership assets. 

3) The interest of purchaser in the property after payment of full sale 

consideration. 

4) The surplus property with burden of surety. 

5) A possessory title. 

6) Life time enjoyment interest owns them. 

7) Right confirmed by an executable decree. 

 

25) What are the examples of right in the property, which cannot be attached?   

Ans:-  

1) Maintenance right to have residence. 

2) Right to worship and right to religions office. 

3) Service Tenure. 

4) Properties of charitable trust or public religions endowment. 

5) Occupancy right by custom, usage, or law. 

6) Mere right to sue.   

 

26) When can property in the name of other may be attached and sold in 

execution of decree? 

Ans:- 

1) Property in the name of coparcener where as the decree is in the name 

of kartha (Father) of the Joint family. 

2) For the decree against partnership. Whereas property is in name of a 

partner. 
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27) Are there any restrictions in raising the objection claiming exemptions from 

attachment? 

Ans:- it is for the person claiming exemptions from attachment to prove the 

circumstance entitling him to do so .  He must raise his objection at proper time 

at the earliest opportunity to make out his own case. Otherwise he will be 

precluded from raising the plea of exemption later on. Thus where the property 

has been attached and sold in execution, a person who was a party to the order 

for sale or was aware of it, can not object to the attachment after the sale on 

the ground of exemption or irregularity in extending the exemption.  

1) AIR 1944 mad 548, 2) AIR 1960 AP 631. 

 

28) Whether waiver of benefits u/s 60 (I) C.P.C. can be acted upon or 

enforceable? 

Ans:- In AIR 1950 Mad page 402 as well as at page 114 It has been held that 

the benefits u/s 60  C.P.C  are based on public policy and cannot be waived by 

JDR. 

 However there are conflicting judicial opinions. 

 Similarly “failure to take objection” and “waiver” are distinguishable. 

   

29) What is the special exemption for sustenance of Agriculturist till next 

harvest? 

Ans:- Sec 61 of C.P.C stipulates exemption of attachment in execution of decree 

against partial Agricultural produce as notified by Govt for the support of such 

JDR till next harvest seasons. 

 

30) What is the restriction while effecting attachment orders? 

Ans: - Sec 62 of C.P.C Stipulates restrictions regarding entry into dwelling 

house   (1) after sunset and before sunrise. (2) Should not break the outer door 

unless the JDR resides there. (3) No entry into room occupied, by pardanashin 

ladies until notice served to vacate within reasonable time and allowed them to 

vacate. 

 

31) What are the modalities to file an objection or claim petition when 

attachment against same property is from more than one court, 

Ans:- As contemplated U/s 63 C.P.C. The objection or claim petition against 

attachment under simulations and multiple attachment orders from different 

courts shall be determined by the highest grade court among such courts or in 

case of equal grade courts, by the court which ordered the 1st attachment order. 
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32)  Whether the JDR may be ordered to state the details of properties held by 

him or to produce documents or book with details of property to satisfy the 

decree for the payment of money against him? 

Ans:-  Order 21 rule 41 (1) of C. P. C. empowers the court to pass order for oral 

examination of JDR to furnish details of his assets or to produce books or 

documents to satisfy the decree for payment of money against him. Order 21 

Rule 41 (3) empowers to order civil prison for a term not excluding 3 month in 

case of disobedience for above said direction. 

 

33)  Whether attachment of property may be ordered before determining the 

actual rent due or mesne profit due by inquiry as directed in the decree?  

Ans:- Under order 21 Rule 42, before the amount due has been ascertained by 

inquiry as directed in the decree, for recovery of rents or mesne profit the 

property of JDR may be attached. 

 

34) What is the mode of attaching the movable property under order 21 Rule 

43of C.P.C? 

 Ans:- The attachment against movable property is by actual seizure and such 

property shall be kept in his custody or his subordinates by the attaching 

officer. Under proviso of Order 21 Rule 43 of C. P. C., if the attached movable is 

subject to speedy and natural decay or the expenses for custody exceed its 

value, it may be sold at once. 

 

35) If attached property is live stock or Agricultural Implements, or Articles 

which cannot be conveniently removed what should the attaching officer shall 

do? 

Ans:- Under  order 21 Rule 43 A (1) of C. P. C,  the attaching officer may at the 

instance of JDR or DHR.,  or any other person claiming interest on the attached 

property, leave it in the village or place where it has been attached in the 

custody of respectable persons. (Custodian) 

 

36) If the Custodian fails to produce the property what is the course open? 

Ans:-  Under Order21 Rule 43-A (2) of C.P.C, the liability of custodian for loss or 

damage caused by his default may be enforceable at the instance of DHR as if 

the custodian is a surety under sec 145.  or on the application of JDR. Such 

order against custodian is appealable as a decree. 
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37) How to meet the expenses in case of attachment of live stock? 

Ans:- Under order 21 Rule 43B (1) of C. P. C the cost of feeding, tending, and 

conveyance and all other changes for the maintenance and custody of  live 

stock may be demanded in advance in cash at the rate fixed by the court with 

the sanction of district judge. 

 Under Order 21 Rule 43-B (2) of C. P. C the produce from attached live 

stock may be ordered to be paid to JDR or adjusted as set off against cost of 

maintenance. 

 

38)  What is the mode of attaching agricultural produce? 

Ans:- Under order 21 Rule 44 of C. P. C. 

1) Where such produce is growing crop by affixing the warrant to the land 

on which it was grown. 

2) Where such produce has been cut and gathered as heap by affixing 

warrant of attachment on the threshing floor or place of threading out 

grain and folder stack and another copy of warrant be affixed on the 

outer door of the house or conspicuous place of JDR.   

 

 39) What is specific Requirement in respect of attachment of Agricultural 

produce? 

Ans:- Under order 21 Rule 45 (1)of C. P. C, every application for attachment of 

growing crop shall specify the time at which it is likely to be cut or gathered and 

as per order 21 Rule 45 (5) it shall be attached at a time less them 20 days 

before ripped for cutting or  gathering. 

 

40) Who has to tend, cut and gather the growing crop attached? 

Ans:- As per order 21 Rule 45 (2) of C.P.C,  JDR has to gather and store the 

produce and if he fails to do so, DHR may incur the expenditure by him or 

though the person appointed by him and such costs shall be recoverable as 

forms part of the decree.   

 

41)  What is the mode of attaching the debt, decree and other property not in 

the hand of JDR?  

Ans:-  Under order 21 Rule 46 of C. P. C by written prohibiting order. 

1) In case of creditor of JDR, prohibiting him from making payment and 

the debtor may make payment into court. 

2) In case of share, prohibiting the transfer of same or paying dividend to 

JDR. 
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3) In case of other movable property, prohibiting the delivery of 

possession of the same to JDR. 

  

42)  Where the garnishee disputes his liability, then what to do? 

Ans:- Order 21 Rule 46-C of C. P. C  contemplates trial of disputed questions 

when garnishee disputes liability.  If the disputed question is beyond the 

pecuniary jurisdiction of such execution court, such court shall send the E.P with 

disputed question petition to the District Judge Court for adjudication by 

competent court as per order of District Judge. 

 

43) How the 3rd party’s claim on attached debt, share or moveable shall be 

decided?  

Ans:- Under order 21 rule 46-D and 46-E,of C.P.C  the 3rd person’s claim has to 

be decided without a separate suit. 

 

44)  What is the mode of attachment of share of JDR in movable property? 

Ans:- The attachment of share of JDR shall be made by serving a notice for JDR 

prohibiting from transferring the share or interest or charge in any way as 

contemplated order 21 Rule 46 and 47 of C.P.C. 

 

45) What is the mode of attachment of salary? 

Ans:-  Under order 21 Rule 48 (Public) and 48-A (Private), by ordering the 

disbursing officer to with held the portion of salary  subject to previsions of sec 

60 C.P.C either at once or by installments and may be submitted to the court.    

 

46)  What is the mode of attachment of partnership Property? 

Ans:-  Under order 21 rule 49 of C. P. C, on application,   the court may make  

an order charging the interest of such partner or appoint receiver with direction 

for accounts and enquiry before ordering for sale of such interest. 

 The applications under this Rule shall be served on the JDR as well as on 

other partners of the firm; similarly orders passed shall also be served. 

 

47)  What is the mode of attachment of negotiable instrument? 

Ans:-  As per order 21 Rule 51of C. P. C,  the attachment of negotiable 

instrument shall be made by actual seizure and by bringing it before the court 

subject to further orders.  
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48)  What is the mode of attachment of property in the custody of court or 

public officer? 

Ans:-  As per order 21 Rule 52 of C. P. C,  the attachment shall be made by 

notice to such court or public officer requesting to with held the property, or the 

interest there on and the dividends subject to further orders. 

 

49)  What is mode of attachment of decrees? 

Ans:- As per order 21 rule 52 of C. P. C, if the decree is by same court by 

passing order, if  the decree is by another court, by issuing notice, requesting 

such other court to stay the execution of it’s decree. 

 

50)  What is the mode of attachment of immovable property? 

Ans:-  As per order 21 Rule 54 of C. P. C, by an order of prohibiting the 

Judgment debtor from transferring, or charging the property in any way and all 

persons from taking any benefit from such transfer or charge. The order also 

requires JDR to attend the court for settling terms of sale.  The order shall be 

proclaimed near such property, at MRO office and at panchayat office  

 

51)  What is the mode of Removal of attachment? 

Ans:- As per order 21 Rule 55 of C. P. C, If.  

(a) The amount decreed with costs paid into court. 

(b) Satisfaction of decree is otherwise made through the court or certified 

to the court. 

(c) The decree is set-aside or reversed, it shall be deemed that the 

attachment to be withdrawn.  If JDR so desires, it will be proclaimed at 

his expense. 

 

52)  What is the effect of attaching cash or coins to execute the decree? 

Ans:-  As per order 21 Rule 56 of C. P. C the court may, during the continuation 

of attachment of coins or cash direct the such coins or cash be paid over to DHR 

to the extent of satisfying his decree. 

 

53)  Is it necessary to determine the attachment? 

Ans:-  As per Order 21 Rule 57 (1) of C. P. C, while dismissing the execution 

petition the court shall direct to continue or cease the attachment. 

 As per order 21 rule 57(2) of C. P. C, if court omits to give such direction, 

the attachment shall be deemed to have ceased. 
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54) Whether property covered by Registration subsequent to attachment in 

pursuance of sale deed or Agreement executed prior to the attachment shall be 

termed as attached property? 

Ans:- Sec 64 (2) of C. P.C by new AMENDMENT IN 2002 excludes the effect of 

attachment on  such property. 

 

 I hope that with all the above points of interaction I have created an 

interest in respect of the modalities of attachment of properties in the execution 

of decrees, among all of you. I thank you all for the interest you have shown . 

 
  
  
  
    


